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Suppression of Evidence: CBC Censorship of Top Scientists in COVID-19 Research: Prof.
Anthony Hall

By Anthony Hall, June 24, 2021

Mr. Sloan invited Prof. Bryam Bridle (Guelph University), Dr. Patrick Philips and Dr. Dan
Welsh to  speak on the attacks taking place against  them. The analysis  of  these fully
accredited  researchers,  academics  and  medical  practitioners  on  COVID-19,  lockdowns,
vaccines and such is not in line with the narrow doctrinaire orthodoxy pushed uniformly by
the CBC and by many other commercial media venues.

Video: Covid-19 “Pack of Lies”: Crimes against Humanity. Prof. Michel Chossudovsky

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, June 24, 2021

The  unspoken  truth  is  that  the  novel  coronavirus  provides  a  pretext  and  a  justification  to
powerful  financial  interests  and  corrupt  politicians  to  precipitate  the  entire  World  into  a
spiral  of  mass  unemployment,  bankruptcy,  extreme  poverty  and  despair.

Mounting Debts,  Bankruptcies,  Inflation,  Mass Unemployment:  The Financial  Establishment
Promotes “Economic Nonsense” and Incoherent Analysis

By Dr. Shawgi Tell, June 24, 2021

While the ordinary person knows that all is not well with the economy and society, the
wealthy elite that run the Federal Reserve, which is a private entity, continue to make
miscalculations and poor  judgements  about  the economy and then nonchalantly  plead
ignorance when reality slaps them in the face.
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The Digital Financial Complex: Central Bank Digital Currencies, The End of All Democracy?

By Ernst Wolff, June 24, 2021

The world is currently in the midst of the biggest economic and social experiment of its
entire history, with big tech trying to completely digitize our entire lives. Under the pretext
of preventing the spread of a disease, we are being pushed to work from home, learn via
homeschooling, shop only online, communicate via internet conference platforms, and to
have our movement and contact profile recorded via tracking apps.

Pfizer COVID Vaccine Linked to Rare Blood Clot Disorder, Israeli Researchers Say

By Megan Redshaw, June 24, 2021

A  team  of  Israeli  researchers  said  they  began  studying  the  possible  link  between  Pfizer’s
vaccine and thrombotic thrombocytopenic purpura after reports of a sudden increase in
cases  across  Israel  — four  cases  in  one  month  compared  to  two  or  three  cases  per
year.  Israeli  researchers  on  Monday  said  they  discovered  a  link  between  Pfizer’s  COVID
vaccine  and  thrombotic  thrombocytopenic  purpura  (TTP),  a  rare  blood  disease.

CDC Finds More Cases than Expected of Heart Inflammation After COVID Vaccine

By Dr. Joseph Mercola, June 24, 2021

The  CDC  is  getting  more  reports  than  expected  of  heart  inflammation  cases  after  the
COVID-19 vaccinations, according to Dr. Tom Shimabukuro, deputy director of the CDC’s
Immunization Safety Office.

Pediacide — Vaccine Risks for Kids

By Dr. Stephanie Seneff and Dr. Michelle Perro, June 24, 2021

The following article is a joint collaboration between Michelle Perro, MD (Executive Director)
and  Stephanie  Seneff,  PhD  (MIT  Research  Scientist).  In  2017,  Dr.  Perro  and  Dr.  Adams
produced the highly acclaimed book, What’s Making our Children Sick? with a focus on the
effects of industrial food on children’s health, highlighting patients’ stories and victories.

How FDR Was Manipulated and Betrayed by His Own Naval Intelligence Chief in the Fateful
Last Months of WWII
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By James Bradley, June 24, 2021

Unknown  for  decades,  declassified  documents  show  that  FDR’s  mail  was  deliberately
diverted  and  falsified  to  prevent  a  historic  meeting  with  Mao  Zedong  that  might  have
shortened  the  war,  changed  history,  and  reshaped  the  modern  world.

With Bezos at the Helm, Democracy Dies at the Washington Post Editorial Board

By Alan MacLeod, June 24, 2021

The Washington Post’s glaring conflicts of interest have of late once again been the subject
of  scrutiny  online,  thanks  to  a  new article  denouncing a  supposed attempt  to  “soak”
billionaires in taxes. Written by star columnist Megan McArdle — who previously argued that
Walmart’s wages are too high, that there is nothing wrong with Google’s monopoly, and that
the Grenfell Fire was a price worth paying for cheaper buildings — the article claimed that
Americans have such class envy that the government would “destroy [billionaires’] fortunes
so that the rest of us don’t have to look at them.”

Raisi’s Landslide Victory Could be Turning Point for Islamic Republic

By Michael Jansen, June 24, 2021

The landslide election of Ebrahim Raisi as 8th president of Iran could be a turning point for
the Islamic Republic. The landslide victory for the ultra-conservative former chief justice and
protege  of  supreme  leader  Ayatollah  Ali  Khamenei  could  lead  to  an  overhaul  of  the
framework put in place when the two-tier regime was established in 1979. This structure
imposed powerful clerical institutions on elected presidents and parliaments.

Black Ops in the Black Sea

By Craig Murray, June 24, 2021

Sometimes it is worth stating the obvious. The United Kingdom does not have a coast in the
Black Sea. British warships are not infesting the Black Sea out of a peaceful intent, and
there is no cause for them to be entering disputed waters close to anybody’s coast. This is
not a question of freedom of navigation under the UN Convention of the Law of the Sea.

Toxic Corporations Are Destroying the Planet’s Soil

By Colin Todhunter, June 24, 2021
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A newly published analysis in the journal Frontiers in Environmental Science argues that a
toxic soup of insecticides, herbicides and fungicides is causing havoc beneath fields covered
in  corn,  soybeans,  wheat  and  other  monoculture  crops.  The  research  is  the  most
comprehensive review ever conducted on how pesticides affect soil health.
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